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In the present work, we perform a systematic investigation on p-type codoping in (Ga,Mn)As. Through
gradually increasing Zn doping concentration, the hole concentration increases, which should theoretically lead
to an increase of the Curie temperature (TC) according to the p-d Zener model. Unexpectedly, although the film
keeps its epitaxial structure, both TC and the magnetization decrease. The samples present a phase transition
from ferromagnetism to paramagnetism upon increasing hole concentration. In the intermediate regime, we
observe a signature of antiferromagnetism. By using channeling Rutherford backscattering spectrometry and
particle-induced x-ray emission, the substitutional Mn atoms are observed to shift to interstitial sites, while more
Zn atoms occupy Ga sites, which explains the observed behavior. This is also consistent with first-principles
calculations, showing that the complex of substitutional Zn and interstitial Mn has the lowest formation energy.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevMaterials.3.084604

I. INTRODUCTION

The III-V dilute ferromagnetic semiconductors (DFS), in
which a fraction of the cations is substitutionally replaced by
3d transition metal atoms, behave as both semiconductors and
ferromagnets [1–6]. In DFS, the ferromagnetism is mediated
by itinerant holes, which has been successfully explained by
the Zener mean-field model [3,7,8]. For the most canonical
DFS (Ga,Mn)As, the Curie temperature (TC) is determined by
the effective Mn concentration (Mneff ) and the hole concen-
tration p as TC ∝ Mneff p1/3 [3,7,9]. Another example solidify-
ing the importance of holes is given by p-type nitrogen-doped
(Zn,Mn)Te epitaxial layers, in which the ferromagnetic cou-
pling with a TC of 2.4 K emerges, once the hole concentration
approaches 1.5 × 1019 cm−3 together with an effective Mn
concentration of 2.7% [10,11]. Thus, intentionally increasing
the hole concentration is always placed as a central task to
increase TC and manipulate the magnetic properties in DFS.
This has been attempted by electrical gating [4,8,12–15] as
well as acceptor codoping [10,11]. However, the threshold
Mn concentration for the presence of global ferromagnetism
is several orders of magnitude higher than its equilibrium
solid solubility in III-V semiconductors, therefore prohibiting
most preparation methods for conventional codoping of epi-
taxial thin films [1,16]. Nevertheless, Devillers et al. success-
fully obtained high-quality Mg-doped (Ga,Mn)N epitaxial
films by metalorganic vapor-phase epitaxy (MOVPE) [17].

*Present address: Songshan Lake Materials Laboratory,
Dongguan, Guangdong, 523808, People’s Republic of China;
ye.yuan@kaust.edu.sa

Unfortunately, during the growth process, Mg p-dopant atoms
diffuse and approach the Mn atoms, finally forming Mn-Mg
dimers, which largely quenches the Mn moment [17]. Thus,
an alternative preparation of codoping acceptor elements in
III-Mn-V DFS is of great importance.

In the present work, we have systematically increased
the carrier concentration in the canonical DFS (Ga,Mn)As
through Zn codoping by using ion implantation combined
with pulsed laser melting and performed investigations on
structural, electronic, and magnetic properties of the prepared
samples. We unexpectedly find that, while keeping the epi-
taxial structure, both TC and magnetization decrease upon
increasing the hole concentration by Zn codoping. Rutherford
backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) and particle-induced x-ray
emission (PIXE) results and ab initio calculations consistently
show that the substitutional doping of Zn energetically drives
Mn atoms into interstitial sites, which results in the reduction
of the magnetization in the layer. Our results indicate that
the method of codoping for introducing holes into the DFS
system to increase TC is quite difficult and a solution to
avoid Mn interstitialization during the preparation is urgently
required.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Sample preparation

The (Ga,Mn)As- and Zn-codoped films for this study
were prepared by Mn and Zn ion coimplantation into semi-
insulating GaAs wafers followed by pulsed laser melting
(PLM). The implantation fluence was 8 × 1015 cm−2 and the
implantation energy was 100 keV for Mn. The correspond-
ing implantation energy for Zn was carefully selected to
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120 keV to ensure a complete overlap of the Mn and Zn
distributions. Both depth profiles of Mn and Zn atoms in
doped GaAs were calculated by the stopping and range of
ions in matter (SRIM) code [18] and the thickness is two
times the longitudinal straggling (�RP), i.e., �RP for Mn
and Zn are both around 30 nm, and thus the thickness of
the doped layers is 60 nm, accordingly. Similarly, the peak
Mn concentration x in Ga1−xMnxAs is estimated to be 4.7%
according to SRIM. Four different Zn implantation fluences
were chosen to realize a gradual increase of the codoping
density in (Ga,Mn)As. Together with the sample that is only
doped with Mn, the samples are named as Zn-0, Zn-1, Zn-2,
Zn-4, and Zn-8 according to the Zn implantation fluences of
0, 1 × 1015, 2 × 1015, 4 × 1015, and 8 × 1015 cm−2, respec-
tively. A commercial XeCl pulsed excimer laser (Coherent
COMPexPro 201, wavelength λ = 308 nm and pulse duration
t = 30 ns) was used for the PLM treatment which was carried
out after the successive implantations of Mn and Zn ions.
The energy density of 0.3 J/cm2 was adopted to get the best
epitaxial structure as previously reported [19]. It is worth
noting that such an ultrafast pulsed laser annealing causes a
nonequilibrium recrystallization, which is different from the
equilibrium annealing before [20]. To remove the Mn-rich
oxide layer formed during the PLM process, all samples were
immersed in a (1:10) HCl solution at room temperature for
1 h [21]. Other groups have also used such an approach
combining ion implantation and PLM to prepare (Ga,Mn)As
and (Ga,Mn)P [22–24]. Chen et al. also tried to use ion
irradiation to recrystallize Mn implanted GaAs [25].

B. Sample characterization

The magnetic properties of the samples were studied by
using a Quantum Design MPMS 3 superconducting quantum
interference device vibrating sample magnetometer (SQUID-
VSM). For the magnetization curves at 5 K, the diamagnetic
signal contribution of the GaAs substrate was subtracted by
the room-temperature M-H curves. For the thermoremanent
magnetization (TRM) measurements, the sample was firstly
cooled down to 5 K under an external field of 2 kOe; then
the field was reset to zero by a superconducting magnet
quench, and data were collected during warming. For all
magnetic measurements, the magnetic field was applied along
the in-plane [11̄0] direction which is the magnetic easy axis
for (Ga,Mn)As. The magnetotransport measurements for all
samples were performed with a magnetic field applied perpen-
dicularly to the film plane in a Lake Shore Hall Measurement
System using the van der Pauw geometry. The electrical
contact was made by silver paste. The structural properties
of the PLM-treated samples were studied by Rutherford
backscattering spectrometry and channeling (RBS/C) which
was performed with a collimated 1.7-MeV He+ beam from
the Rossendorf–Van de Graaff accelerator with 10–20 nA
beam current at a backscattering angle of 170°. RBS and PIXE
channeling spectra were collected by aligning the sample
to make the impinging He+ beam parallel with the [011]
and [001] axes of the substrate. During collection of the
random spectra, the GaAs sample was tilted by 4° and ro-
tated around its surface normal. High-resolution transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) analysis was performed using an

FIG. 1. Cross-sectional high-resolution TEM micrographs of
samples (a) Zn-0, (b) Zn-2, and (d) Zn-8. The sample surface is
exemplarily marked by a dashed line in (a).

image-Cs-corrected Titan 80–300 microscope (FEI) operated
at an accelerating voltage of 300 kV. For some results the error
bars are given, but they only include the statistical error.

C. First-principles calculations

Our first-principles calculations were performed using
spin-polarized density functional theory (DFT), as imple-
mented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) code
[26]. The projector-augmented wave (PAW) potentials [27]
were adopted to describe the core electrons, and the gener-
alized gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew, Burke, and
Ernzernhof (PBE) [28] was used for the exchange-correlation
functional. In order to simulate the experimental dopant con-
centration, a zinc-blende GaAs unit cell was extended to a
2 × 2 × 3 supercell; then one Mn atom replaced one Ga
atom and one additional Zn atom was placed on an interstitial
site, so the whole structure contained 48 As atoms, 47 Ga
atoms, one Mn atom, and one Zn atom. Both the lattice pa-
rameter and atomic positions were relaxed to a force tolerance
of 0.01 eV/Å, while the cutoff energy was set to 360 eV.
The Brillouin zone sampling was done using a 6 × 6 × 4
Monkhorst-Pack grid.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structure characterization

The microstructure of the Mn- and Zn-codoped samples
was investigated by cross-sectional high-resolution TEM.
Representative micrographs covering the whole implanted
layer thickness of 62 nm (as calculated by SRIM) are displayed
in Fig. 1. For all PLM-treated (Ga,Mn)As:Zn samples, epitax-
ial recrystallization has been achieved. Such recrystallization
during PLM in the present case is worth mentioning, since it
is hard to obtain highly epitaxial materials alloyed with the
group III or V elements [29,30] or codoped with acceptors
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FIG. 2. (a) Channeling [011] Rutherford backscattering spectra
of samples Zn-0 (dot) and Zn-8 (dash). A pure GaAs wafer (dash
dot) is placed as a reference for comparison as well as the random
spectra (solid line). The inset shows the sign of interstitial Mn atoms
in sample Zn-8. (b) Calculated minimum backscattering yield χmin

[32] for all samples together with the pure GaAs for the reference.

[31] through low-temperature molecular beam epitaxy
(LT-MBE).

The recrystallization of the PLM-treated (Ga,Mn)As:Zn
layers is further investigated by RBS/C. Figure 2(a)
shows representative RBS/C spectra of the PLM-treated
(Ga,Mn)As:Zn samples with lowest and highest Zn concen-
trations together with a virgin GaAs wafer as a reference for
comparison. The channeling spectra are recorded by aligning
the GaAs [011] axis, which is more sensitive to interstitial Mn
impurities [31,33,34]. For the random spectra, Ga and As sig-
nals are both prominent, whereas the Mn signal is not visible
due to its low concentration of only several percent and its
overlap with the Ga and As signals. From the RBS-channeling
signal, the PLM-treated (Ga,Mn)As:Zn layers show the chan-
neling effect with the surface peaks located around 1320 and
1330 keV referring to Ga and As, respectively. In addition,
a minimum backscattering yield χmin of around 8.0% can be
estimated (defined as the ratio of the aligned to the random
yields [32] in the energy range 1275–1300 keV), which is
comparable to that of the virgin GaAs substrate, as shown in
Fig. 2(b). In summary, both RBS/C and high-resolution TEM
analysis confirm an epitaxial regrowth of the (Ga,Mn)As:Zn
layers during the PLM treatment.

B. Magnetotransport properties

To confirm the hole-doping effect in Zn-codoped samples,
electrical properties were investigated and results are shown in

FIG. 3. (a) Temperature-dependent sheet resistance at zero field
and (b) magnetoresistance under a 5-T field for (Ga,Mn)As and
(Ga,Mn)As:Zn samples. (c) The magnetic-field-dependent Hall re-
sistance at room temperature of all samples.

Fig. 3. As displayed in Fig. 3(a), upon increasing temperature
from 5 to 60 K which is around the TC, the resistance of the
Zn-0 sample presents metallic behavior, which is consistent
with the typical ferromagnetic (Ga,Mn)As sample. Moreover,
as expected, with increased Zn doping, the sheet resistance
gradually reduces, indicating that the carrier concentration is
indeed increased by the Zn dopants, quantitatively confirmed
by the Hall resistance, as shown in Fig. 3(c). It is worth
mentioning that due to the measurement at room temperature,
which is far above TC, the anomalous Hall effect is mini-
mized and the ordinary Hall effect dominates. Accordingly,
all magnetic-field-dependent Hall resistance curves show pos-
itive slopes, which suggests the p-type conducting behavior
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in all samples. Additionally, according to the Hall resistance
slopes, hole concentrations are calculated to be 1.6 × 1020,
4.9 × 1020, 7.9 × 1020, 8.4 × 1020, and 9.6 × 1020 cm−3 for
samples Zn-0, Zn-1, Zn-2, Zn-4, and Zn-8, respectively, again
proving the successful substitutional Zn doping. The increase
of hole concentration introduced by Zn doping was also
confirmed in LT-MBE grown (Ga,Mn)As [35–37]. In the
as-grown samples [31], the authors also found that although
the hole concentration is higher in the Zn-codoped sample
the Curie temperature is lower compared with uncodoped
(Ga,Mn)As. Upon postgrowth annealing at low tempera-
tures, the authors postulate the formation of GaAs:Zn and
MnAs/Zn-Mn-As complexes in Zn-codoped samples [31].

The magnetoresistance (MR) measurement was performed
here as well, because it carries fruitful magnetic and electrical
information of the sample, and the results are displayed in
Fig. 3(b). Herein, the temperature-dependent magnetoresis-
tance is calculated as MR = ρ(5T )−ρ(0)

ρ(0) × 100%, where ρ(5T )
and ρ(0) are the resistances from 5 to 300 K at an external
magnetic field of 5 and 0 T, respectively. For samples Zn-
0, Zn-1, and Zn-2, the temperature-dependent MR shows
a behavior typical for ferromagnetic semiconductors: (i) A
negative MR is observed, resulting from the reduction of scat-
tering between spin-polarized holes and Mn local moments,
when an external magnetic field is applied. (ii) A maximum
negative MR appears at around TC, which can be understood
as the scattering of carriers by thermally magnetic spin fluc-
tuation via exchange interaction, which has been observed in
magnetic metals and semiconductors [36,38]. However, with
increased Zn doping, this peak shifts to lower temperature
(together with decreased strength), until it totally vanishes for
the samples Zn-4 and Zn-8, indicating that increasing the Zn
concentration probably results in the reduction of TC [9,38]
and even the absence of global ferromagnetism for samples
Zn-4 and Zn-8.

C. Magnetic properties versus Zn doping

For detailed investigation of the magnetic proper-
ties, particularly the dependence of magnetization and
TC on Zn doping, magnetic-field-dependent magnetization
and temperature-dependent thermoremanent magnetization
(TRM) measurements were carried out for all samples, as
shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4(a), after subtracting the diamagnetic
background of GaAs substrate, the M-H curves at 5 K of all
samples with the field along the [11̄0] direction are present.
For samples Zn-0, Zn-1, and Zn-2, squarelike hysteresis
loops are seen, which indicates that the ferromagnetism is
preserved. When the magnetic field is larger than 2 kOe,
the magnetization becomes saturated and defined as the sat-
uration magnetization MS. For samples Zn-4 and Zn-8, both
remanent magnetization and saturation magnetization dramat-
ically reduce or even vanish, indicating the disappearance
of ferromagnetism. Before TRM measurement, all samples
were cooled down under a field of 2 kOe, which is high
enough to saturate the ferromagnetic moment from 300 to 5 K.
Subsequently, the magnetic field was removed by a magnet
reset operation, making sure that the residual magnetic field
is smaller than 1.7 Oe at the sample position. Actual data
collection started during the following warm-up. As shown

FIG. 4. (a) Magnetization as a function of magnetic field at
5 K when magnetic field is applied along the [11̄0] direction.
(b) Temperature-dependent remanent magnetization under zero field
after cooling down process under a field of 2 kOe.

in Fig. 4(b), upon increasing the temperature, magnetization
gradually reduces, and the temperature at which the remanent
magnetization vanishes is determined as TC [8]. All samples
are classified into two groups according to the shape of
the TRM curves: ferromagneticlike samples, including Zn-0,
Zn-1, and Zn-2, with mean-field-like concave curvature; and
nonferromagnetic samples, including Zn-4 and Zn-8 which
show nearly negligible remanent magnetization. Note that
for the ferromagnetic samples, both TC and TRM decrease
upon raising the Zn concentration, and finally vanish for
samples Zn-4 and Zn-8. This is not surprising, because such
result is expected from the MR data shown in Fig. 3(b): The
ferromagnetism is gradually weakened by the doped Zn atoms
and finally disappears for the heaviest Zn-doped samples Zn-4
and Zn-8.

To study the evolution of the magnetic properties in all
samples, the zero-field-cooling (ZFC) and field-cooling (FC)
magnetization measurements under fields of 50, 100, 200,
and 500 Oe were carried out, as shown in Fig. 5. As ex-
pected, the appearance of the overlap of all zero-field-cooling
and field-cooling curves under different fields excludes su-
perparamagnetic or spin-glass behavior, but rather verifies
the ferromagnetic feature for the samples Zn-0 and Zn-1,
as well as Zn-2. Unexpectedly, for sample Zn-4, there is,
in addition to the extensively reduced magnetization, an
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FIG. 5. Temperature-dependent magnetization after zero-field-
cooling (closed symbol) and field-cooling (open symbol) procedure
of samples (a) Zn-0, (b) Zn-1, (c) Zn-2, (d) Zn-4, and (e) Zn-8
under fields of 50 Oe (circles), 100 Oe (up triangles), 200 Oe (down
triangles), and 500 Oe (diamonds). A peak around 10 K can be
observed in (d) as the sign of the possible antiferromagnetic coupling
in sample Zn-4.

indication of antiferromagnetism, as appearing in Fig. 5(d):
All ZFC and FC curves, particularly under 200 Oe, exhibit
a maximal value at around 15 K [39]. Interestingly, this is
essentially different from (Ga,Mn)As with hole compensation
or with much lower Mn concentration, where the reduction
of TC is accompanied with the appearance of a blocking
superparamagnetic phase [8,40,41]. It is well known that in
(Ga,Mn)As the superexchange-interaction-induced antiferro-

magnetic coupling always occurs between the interstitial Mn
atom (Mnint) and its nearest substitutional Mn atom (Mnsub)
[1,16,42,43]. The appearance of antiferromagnetism is most
probably caused by the increasing fraction of Mnint, even
comparable to the fraction of Mnsub, which is quantitatively
analyzed by PIXE and confirmed by first-principles calcu-
lations in the later discussion. Such an antiferromagnetic
coupling occurs between Mnsub atoms and Mnint occupying
the tetrahedral interstitial sites while the exchange between
Mnsub atoms and Mnint at the hexagonal position is suppressed
[42]. Interestingly, when the Zn implantation fluence increases
to 8 × 1015 cm−2, the sample Zn-8 exhibits a paramagnetic
characteristic, resulting from the continuously increased Mnint

fraction in the (Ga,Mn,Zn)As matrix. The appearance of para-
magnetism in a so highly p-type conductive sample also veri-
fies the theory that the Mn d orbitals of Mnint cannot hybridize
with the p orbital of the holes in the matrix valence band
and, thus, do not contribute to the hole-mediated ferromag-
netism [42,44]. However the codoping-induced magnetization
reduction has been also observed in Be-codoped (Ga,Mn)As
prepared by LT-MBE [31,33].

D. Substitutional versus interstitial Mn concentration

The quantitative investigation of the Mn lattice localization
is carried out by channeling particle-induced x-ray emission
(PIXE), due to its high sensitivity to interstitial atoms in
the lattice. According to the research by Yu et al. [31,33],
Mnint at the tetrahedral interstitial sites which contribute to an
antiferromagnetic coupling are only detectable if the He beam
is aligned along the [011] direction; however, they remain
invisible along the [001] or [111] directions. Therefore, during
our PIXE measurement, all samples were tilted in order to
align the He beam parallel to the [011] and [001] directions,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 6. Full PIXE spectra at random
and channeling conditions are displayed in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b).
The obvious difference between the yield of the random and
channeling spectra demonstrates again the epitaxial relation of
the recrystallized (Ga,Mn)As:Zn layer on the GaAs substrate,
which was already deduced from the TEM and RBS/C results.

We focus now on the Mn Kα peak at an energy of around
5.9 keV, from which the lattice location of Mn can be analyzed
in detail. Figures 6(c) and 6(i) present the random Mn PIXE
signals of the as-implanted sample as open symbols in [011]
and [001] directions, respectively. The as-implanted sample
is placed as reference to calibrate the Mn concentration,
where the Mn concentration is considered to be the same
(4.7%), as estimated by SRIM. According to the integral peak
intensities of the random spectra, the Mn concentrations in the
PLM-treated layers are calculated to be 2.5%, 2.4%, 2.0%,
1.8%, and 1.6% for the samples Zn-0, Zn-1, Zn-2, Zn-4, and
Zn-8, respectively. The consistence of the relative integral
random Mn signal yield along the two directions ([011] and
[001]) leads to the conclusion that, upon increasing Zn doping
concentration, the Mn atoms gradually escape from the matrix
by up to around 36%, and such part of Mn atoms diffuses
to the surface and generates an oxide capping layer during
the annealing process [45]. For an ideal crystal lattice with-
out any interstitials, the backscattering between the He ions
and the impurity atoms occupying the lattice sites is largely
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FIG. 6. Full particle-induced x-ray emission (PIXE) spectra of all samples if the He beam is aligned along the (a) [011] and (b) [001]
directions. Enlarged Mn Kα peak of the PIXE spectra (open scatters: random spectrum; solid scatters: channeling spectrum) for all samples
if the He beam is aligned along the (c)–(h) [011] and (i)–(n) [001] directions. The difference between the yield of these two directions shows
that the interstitial Mn can be only observed along the [011] direction.

suppressed, if the He beam is parallel to a low-index crystal
direction, due to the Coulombic potential along the axis,
leading to a nearly zero-signal channeling spectrum. How-
ever, interstitial atoms intensively increase such backscatter-
ing and present a peak in the channeling spectrum, enabling
channeling RBS and PIXE to be an element-resolved lattice
location technique [33,34]. As a consequence, the integral
yield ratio χmin between channeling and random spectra di-
rectly responds to the fraction of interstitial impurities, which
can be calculated as [32]

fint = 1 − fsub = 1 − 1 − χmin(Mn)

1 − χmin(Ga)
, (1)

where fint and fsub are the fraction of interstitial and substi-
tutional Mn. Accordingly, the ratio of Mnint/Mntotal gradually
increases from 7%, via 15%, 20%, and 29%, to 35% for the
samples from Zn-0 to Zn-8. It is necessary to note that such a
substitutional fraction is calculated from the PIXE spectra if
the He beam is aligned along the [011] direction due to the fact

that Mnint is not observable in the channeling spectra obtained
along the [001] direction, as shown in Figs. 6(j)–6(n). It is
worth mentioning that the secondary absorption and emission
were not considered in the PIXE analysis.

The Zn-fluence-dependent carrier concentration, Curie
temperature, saturation magnetization, substitutional fraction,
and the Mn concentration are shown in Fig. 7. As presented
in Fig. 3, the hole concentration increases until it shows sat-
uration characteristics at around 1 × 1021 cm−3. As shown in
Figs. 6 and 7(c), the raised fraction of Mnint self-consistently
explains the nonlinearly increased hole concentration: More
and more interstitial Mn atoms appear and act as double
donors. It is worth noting that, according to the PIXE results,
the Zn codoping does not only result in an increased fraction
of Mnint in the layer but also lowers the total Mn content in
the layer. Actually, the shift of Mn atoms from substitutional
sites to interstitial sites has been theoretically explained [46].
The system energy is increased by the continuous shift of the
Fermi level in the valence band, and thus will be energetically
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FIG. 7. Zn fluence dependence of (a) hole concentration,
(b) Curie temperature TC and saturation magnetization MS, and
(c) substitutional fraction χsub and the estimated total Mn
concentration.

compensated by the appearance of donors. In our case, the
impurity binding energy of Zn in GaAs is ∼30 meV [47],
which is closer to the valence band maximum (VBM) than Mn
(112 meV) [48]. Thus, Mn interstitials appear and compensate
holes introduced by the Zn dopant. Our experimental results
are supported by first-principles calculations, which will be
discussed in Sec. III E.

E. Ab initio calculations

Figure 8 presents the ab initio computations for the con-
figurations of substitutional Mn atoms together with sub-
stitutional Zn atoms, substitutional Mn atoms together with
interstitial Zn atoms, and substitutional Zn atoms together
with interstitial Mn atoms. In the zinc-blende GaAs matrix,
there are two different cases for the occupied interstitial atoms
where they are in a tetrahedral position with Ga atoms as the
nearest neighbors or with As atoms as the nearest neighbors,
which are shown in Fig. 8. According to the DFT calculations,
it is obvious that the system with interstitial atoms placed
closer to As atoms presents lower energy than the one in which

FIG. 8. (a) The structure of Zn- and Mn-codoped GaAs, with
(b),(d),(f),(h) substitutional Mn atoms and interstitial Zn atoms and
with (c),(e),(g),(i) substitutional Zn atoms and interstitial Mn atoms.
The red, violet, green, and gray balls refer to Ga, Mn, As, and
Zn atoms, respectively. The substitutional atoms in (b),(c),(f),(g)
are far away from the interstitial ones, so they are not in sight.
The interstitial atoms occupy two different sites which are in a
tetrahedral position (b)–(e) with Ga atoms as the nearest neighbors
[solid symbols in (j)] or (f)–(i) with As atoms as nearest neighbors
[open symbols in (j)]. (j) Upon decreasing the distance between the
doped interstitial and substitutional atoms, the distance dependence
of cell energy relative to the lowest-energy cases, until the generation
of dimers between substitutional and interstitial atoms occurs. The
case of substitutional Mn and Zn atoms is added for comparison.

interstitial atoms are closer to Ga atoms, for both Mn and
Zn. As shown in Fig. 8(j), if the distance between Zn and
Mn atoms is larger than 6 Å, the system presents a constant
energy for all four situations. However, for both interstitial
Mn and Zn atoms, the energy per cell of the As-near case is
around 0.1 eV lower than the one of the Ga-near case. Thus,
it is concluded that the As-near interstitial atoms dominate,
which is in excellent agreement with a previous TEM anal-
ysis showing that the Mnint preferably occupy As-approach
As sites [49,50]. However, unfortunately, it is impossible to
distinguish these two cases by channeling RBS or PIXE if the
He beam is aligned along the [011] direction, because both
of them can effectively increase the scattering yield. In good
agreement with our RBS and PIXE results, the configurations
Mnint-Znsub and Znint-Mnsub show great differences of the cell
energy. The former is around 0.7 eV lower than the latter [dis-
played in Fig. 8(j)]. Together with the results shown in Fig. 6,
such a calculation unambiguously confirms the preferential
occupation of interstitial sites for Mn atoms but not for Zn
atoms. It is worth noting that the energy sharply decreases if
the distance is smaller than 5 Å, suggesting the generation
of Mn-Zn dimers as shown in Figs. 8(d), 8(e), 8(h), and 8(i).
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Such a phenomenon is reminiscent of Mg- and Mn-codoped
GaN grown by metalorganic vapor-phase epitaxy (MOVPE)
[17]. Note that the configuration of substitutional Mn atoms
together with substitutional Zn atoms presents a much higher
energy than the other states. In conclusion, according to the
ab initio calculation, the substitutional Zn doping prefers to
energetically drive the Mn atoms to the interstitial sites, which
are close to the As atoms.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, by ion implantation and subsequent pulsed
laser melting, codoping of Zn is achieved in (Ga,Mn)As,
leading to a gradual increase of the hole concentration upon
raising the Zn implantation fluence. Thus, ion implantation
combined with pulsed laser annealing will be a potential
approach to achieve codoping in DFS materials, while keep-
ing the epitaxial structure. However, unexpectedly, both the
Curie temperature and the magnetization exhibit a reduc-
tion. Moreover, we observed that the codoped (Ga,Mn)As
undergoes a phase transition from ferromagnetism, via

antiferromagnetism, to finally paramagnetism upon increasing
codoping concentration. According to the channeling RBS
and PIXE measurements, we have found that the reduced
ferromagnetism and the magnetic phase transition are due
to the increased interstitial Mn fraction driven by substitu-
tional Zn doping, which is further confirmed by ab initio
calculations.
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